The change in site preference in NiAl(Ti,Cu) alloys with concentration is examined experimentally via ALCHEMI and theoretically using the Bozzolo-Ferrante-Smith (BFS) method for alloys. Results for the site occupancy of Ti and Cu additions as a function of ccncentration are determined experimentally for five alloys. These results are reproduced with large-scale BFS-based Monte Carlo atomistic simulations. The original set of five alloys is extended to 25 concentrations, which are modeled by means of the BFS method for alloys, showing in mcre detail the compositional range over which major changes in behavior occur. A simple but powerful approach based on the definition of atomic local environments also is introduced to describe energetically the interactions between the various elements and therefore to explain the observed behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferrante-Smith (BFS) method for
Once the model-THE influence of ternary alloying additicns on the structure of binary ordered alloys is an area in which theory and experiment have kept pace with each other. Experimental techniques provide accurate and detailed data that are rather easily matched by current theoretical methods. Abundant work in this area has resulted in a thorough understanding of site occupancy and the underlying phenomena affecting the structure of materials. In spite of this promising starting point, severe limitations are almost immediately found if similar information is needed from more complex systems. That is definitely the case for the analysis of several minority elements in an otherwise simple (ie., binary) ordered alloy.
It is only recently that some progress has been made in such analysis, at a fundamental level, due to the emergence of more accurate experimental techniques or, in the case of theoretical work, more computer power to attack complex problem^.^'-^^ Quantum approximate methods offer a new tool for investigating such problems by introducing simple formulations that translate into computationally efficient calculations.
In this article, we move one step forward, both theoretically and experimentally, in understanding the role of simultaneous alloying additions by studying a quaternary system, a NiAl-based alloy with Ti and Cu alloying additions. It is obvious that as the number of elements increases, the amount of available experimental evidence decreases. thus asskning ing approach was validated, it was kxtended to a much broader set of compositions. We conclude with an analysis of the energetics of the system for a wide range of concentrations, including those studied expei<mentall y. In doing so, we attempt to show how powerful modeling techniques supplement necessarily limited experimental data while at the same time providing global explanations of the observed behavior. To this end, this article is organized as follows. Section I1 describes the ALCHEMI results for five B2-stmctured NiAI(Ti,Cu) alloys (Ni50A1(47-r,Ti3CuX, with X = 1, 3, and 6, and Ni(50-r,A147Ti3C~lX, with X = 1 and 3), as shown in Figure 1 . The site preference behavior of the Ti and Cu alloying additions as a function of Ni and A1 concentration was determined. Section 111 describes the modeling effort, starting with the presentation of the results of Monte Carlo-Metropolis large scale atomistic simulations of those five experimental alloys, thus validating the use of the BFS method for alloys in this particular system. The modeling effort is then expanded to include detailed analytical BFS calculations for a wider range of concentrations, in order to provide much needed detail on the energetics and the resulting structure of the ground states. This is followed, in Section IV, with the introduction of a simple approach based on the BFS analysis for describing the energetics of the local atomic environments of the substitutional defects. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
--modeling teckkiques a growing role in filling the gaps in our knowledge. The purpose of this work is to highlight this point, by presenting recent experimental work, using Atom Location by Channelling Enhanced Microanalysis (ALCHEMI)(5' on NiAl(Ti,Cu) alloys.[61 The experimental data were used to verify the modeling results and to validate the quantum approximate method used, the Bozzolo-
II. ALCHEMI ANALYSIS OF NiAl(Ti,Cu) ALLOYS

A. Experimental Procedure
The alloys in this study were created as variations of the base composition Ni50A147Ti3 (at. pct), as shown in Figure  I . In alloys I through 3, the amount of AI replaced by Cu was 1, 3, and 6 at. pct, respectively. Alloys 4 and 5 contain added to rep1ace Ni. The alloys were given a heat treatment consisting of a final homogenization treatment of 32 hours at 1644 K and aged for 6 hours at 1255 K, followed by air cooling. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) samples were prepared from 3-mm disks mechanically ground to 250 p m thickness. The ground disks were electropolished using a solution of 70 pct ethanol, 14 pct distilled water, 10 pct butylcellosolve, and 6 pct perchloric acid at 20 V and 258 K. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed on a JEOL* I *JEOL is a trademark of Japan Electron Optics Ltd., Tokyo.
2010F TEM operating at 200 kV. The X-ray spectra were acquired and analyzed using a NIST Desktop Spectrum Analyzer (DTSA version 2.5.1). A cold stage specimen holder was used to minimize thermal vibrations, which may reduce the electron channeling required for the analysis. An area approximately 200 nm in diameter and 150-nm thick was used for the analyses with a beam convergence angle of 3.5 mrad.
l B. Electron Channelling-Enhanced Microanalysis
The site occupancies were determined using the TEM-EDS technique of ALCHEMI.[" This technique requires the acquisition of EDS spectra under carefully controlled dynamical electron diffracting conditions in a crystal. In the case of B2-ordered NiA1, an optimum condition occurs in a two-beam diffracting condition near g = (100).r51 By altering the diffraction conditions, the electron intensity along compositionally distinct planes can be controlled. This effect can be observed by acquiring EDS spectra at several diffracting conditions and measuring the relative changes in X-ray intensity for Ni and AI. If Ti or Cu is situated predominantly on one type of lattice site (either Ni or Al), its X-ray intensity will be altered in a like manner to the host element as diffracting conditions change. To explicitly calculate site occupancies, the diffraction-induced changes in generated X-ray intensities must be directly connected between alloying elements and host elements. Several methods of calculating site occupancies have been published in the literature. [8-'21 In this analysis, the equations in Reference 13, described subsequently, were used to calculate the percentage of Ti and Cu on A1 and Ni sites. In the case of Ti, Xray generation is related to Ni and AI intensity by
where I, is the measured X-ray intensity of eiement x. The coefficients aAl, aNi, and CE can be fit using multiple regresion [ 13 , which assumes that dynamical correction factors are independent of diffracting conditions, and assuming that the only relevant dynamical correction is for AI-K, the relative amount of Ti on Ni sites,fNi, is given by and the amount on A1 sites is [31 By accounting for the effect of AI-K delocalization in this analysis, the results are slightly different than those presented previously,[61 where the second term is used to compensate for delocalization of generated X-rays. These values can be normalized under the assumption that Ti can only reside on Ni or AI atomic sites.
Errors in this method of site occupancy measurement can be attributed to several factors. Anti-site defects, where Ni atoms do not exclusively reside on Ni lattice sites, will directly affect the measured channeling effect. Delocalization, where characteristic X-ray generation is not completely limited to lattice points, reduces the channeling effect for lower energy Standard sources of errors associated with EDS microanalysis in the TEM must also be considered. The error in the site occupancy calculation for this analysis is limited to the variables in each equation. Most of the errors in the calculations were due to the uncertainties in the multiple regression coefficients; however, the statistical errors in the measured X-ray intensities were also included. Assuming all variables in Eqs.
[ 2 ] and [3] are independent, the uncertainty in the site occupancies can be estimated by the following equations: 
C. Experimental Results
After collecting the EDS spectra from several diffracting conditions (including kinematic) for each alloy, the spectra were background subtracted and the intensities were measured for the AI-K, Ni K,, Ti K,, and Cu K, peaks. To illustrate the channeling effect, two EDS spectra collected at different diffracting conditions from alloy 3 are displayed in Figure 2 . The spectra are normalized with respect to the Ni K, peak. It is clear that the AI-K, Ti K, and Cu K, peaks are dramatically changed relative to the Ni K, peaks. This initial examination of spectra indicates that the channeling Table I , along with the calculated uncertainties. The results demonstrate that the Cu content on AI sites is strongly dependent upon the stoichiometry of the alloy, whereas the Ti strongly prefers A1 sites for all alloys. A major portion of the uncertainties listed in Table I was due to statistical error in the CTi constant, which was included to incorporate a delocalization correction for the AI-K X-ray line (Eq.
[3]). It also introduced a significant amount of error in the calculation. Nevertheless, the calculation indicates that Cu substitutes for either Ni or AI sites, depending on stoichiometry.
THEORY
A. The BFS Method for Alloys
The BFS method for alloys has been extensively used for the analysis of ordered intermetallic alloys due to its ability to describe multicomponent systems with the same simplicity and accuracy as binary Unlike other quantum approximate methods of similar computational characteristics, BFS benefits from its universal parameterization, which allows it to deal with NiA1, NiAlTi, NiAlCu, and NiAlTiCu alloys with the same set of parameters, regardless of concentration or composition, as long as we are dealing with a bcc-type structure, including B2, Heusler, and other bcc derivative compounds.
In this section, we provide a brief description of the operationai equations of BFS. The reader is encouraged to seek further details in previous articles where a detailed presentation of the foundation of the method, its basis in perturbation theory, and a discussion of the approximations can be found.[71 The BFS method provides a simple algorithm for the calculation of the energy of formation of an arbitrary alloy (i.e., the difference between the energy of the alloy and that of its individual constituents). In BFS, the energy of formation is written as the superposition of elemental contributions of all the atoms in the alloy:
For each atom, we partition the energy si into two parts: a strain energy and a chemical energy contribution. The BFS strain energy relates only to the atomic positions of the neighboring atoms to atom i, regardless of their chemical identity. For its calculation, we use the actual geometrical distribution of the atoms surrounding atom i, computed as if all of its neighbors were of the same species as atom i. Its calculation is then straightforward, even amenable to first-principles techniques. In our work, we use equivalent crystal theory (ECT)[l9I for its computation, due to its proven ability to provide accurate and computationally economical answers to most general situations. has the same energy as it has in the geometrical environment of the alloy under study. The terms R1 and R2 denote the NN and NNN distances in this equivalent crystal. Once the lattice parameter of the (strain) equivalent crystal, us, is determined, the BFS strain energy contribution is computed using the universal binding energy relation of Rose et a1., [20] 
B. BFS Modeling
The first step in our modeling effort consists of testing the ability of the theoretical method to reproduce the experimental results. In this case, it is necessary to perform computer experiments for the same five concentrations studied via ALCHEMI, as shown in Figure 1 . Clearly, no single theoretical technique can reproduce all the subtleties of an experiment, much less simultaneously deal with all the length and time scales involved. It is not strictly necessary, however, to perform a perfect theoretical simulation of the experiment. For the purpose of this work, it suffices to implement a ground state search where a large collection of atoms is allowed to evolve to its lowest energy state following a predetermined temperature-dependent process. This is best achieved by means of Monte Carlo-Metropolis simulations.
[I6] Due to the number of elements involved in these calculations, a full Monte Carlo treatment should include individual atomic relaxations and the ability of the system to evolve to a multiphase structure. However, previous work on the determination of the site occupancy of additions to NiA11 '6,17,221 indicates that, for the range of concentrations studied, it suffices to consider only global relaxations, where only the lattice parameter of the alloy (Le.. computational cell) is varied until the energy is minimized, thus introducing a substantial simplification in the calculations. It should be noted that in the absence of a satisfactory foundation for this approximation, a full treatment of relaxations must be performed.
L. Large scale simulations
Monte Carlo-Metropolis simulations using the BFS method are performed in a sufficiently large atom population f1024 atoms). In these simulations, pairs of atoms at NN distance are allowed to switch places with a probability exp ( -A E k T ) , where k is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature. and AE is the difference in energy of the cell before and after the switch. The changes in atomic distribution are allowed to continue until the total energy of the cell stabilizes. Every computational cell has been subject to the same temperature treatment, where an initial random distribution of atoms is steadily cooled from over 2000 K to room temperature.
Verification of Monte Carlo results with experiment
The results for the five alloys that were studied experimentally[61 are shown in Figure 3 . Besides the obvious insight that can be obtained from direct visual inspection, valuable information can also be extracted from the coordination matrix of the final, stable state for each cell, where the matrix element amn represents the probability that an atom m has an atom n as a NN. Table I1 displays the coordination matrices for the five alloy concentrations studied. AS long as the cell follows the basic B2 ordering (in this case, Ni and A1 atoms occupying their own sublattices), then U~N~ and umAl can be taken as an approximate measure of the likelihood that an atom rn occupies a site in the AI or Ni sublattice, respectively. If P[rn(n)] denotes the probability of an atom rn occupying a site in the n sublattice, then the previous statement can be written as umNi -P[m(Al)] and amAl -P[m(Ni)]. Large values of the diagonal elements in each matrix can indicate either antiphase boundaries or the presence of precipitates ( i e . , a large value of uNiNl indicates that many Ni atoms are at NN distance, which would be highly unlikely in a NiAl alloy, where, if perfectly ordered, U N~N~ = 0). If the diagonal elements are small, then the off-diagonal elements can be taken as a good approximation of the site preference. In other words, if uNiNi and aAIAl are small, the closer the cell is to a highly ordered state, which translates into aTNi being a true measure of the likelihood of finding Ti in an A1 site.
In agreement with experimental results and the conclusions reached in Reference 6, the simulations show that Cu does change site preference in NiA1, depending on the ratio of Ni to Al, as seen in the variations of uCuNi in Table 11 . While the experimental results suggest a sudden reversal in site preference for Cu at a specific stoichiometry, the theoretical results indicate that this is a more gradual change beginning for alloys with 1:l Ni:Al ratio (k., the "surface" that could be built from the data displayed in Figure 4 for either P{Ti(Al)] or P [Cu(AI)] would resemble a "cascade," smoothly evolving from one regime to another, as opposed to a sharp "step," where there is no transitional region).
We can also draw some general conclusions regarding the interaction between Ti and Cu atoms in the NiAl matrix. While axX = 0 in every single alloy studied (indicating a strong repulsion between Ti atoms), aCuCu is (in most cases) finite, allowing the possibility of clustering of a small fraction of Cu atoms, particularly for Ni-rich alloys (for example, aCuCu = 3.0 for Ni50A143Ti3C~4, indicating that a Cu atom has a 3 pct probability of having another Cu atom as a NN Summarizing the results from these simulations, the strong ordering tendencies of NiAl alloys, coupled with the strong preference of Ti for AI sites, as well as the less prominent interaction between Cu and Ti atoms and the small -energy difference for Cu atoms in Ni vs AI sites, all contribute to make Cu atoms the ones most likely to fill in for any deficiency on either side of stoichiometry. This translates into 
BFS analytical calculations
Large-scale simulations provide, at best, a theoretical confirmation of the experimental results and, through the coordination matrices, some general insight on the possible underlying trends. Monte Carlo simulations provide useful information regarding the most likely final state of a given system. However, BFS-based detailed analytical calculations can provide information on the structure of the lowlying energy states (i.e., most likely to appear) and the energetics of individual atoms or groups of atoms. A large set of reasonably large atomic configurations, each displaying a different distribution of atoms in a given computational cell, is defined and its energy of formation computed using BFS. In this work, it proves to be sufficient to work on a 72-atom cell, as most relevant atomic distributions can be properly described. In what follows, we will use the notation NililAlblTi,klCu~~~ to denote the concentration of the alloy in terms of the number of atoms in the 72-atom cell.
Therefore, [i] = 36 corresponds to 50 at. pct Ni.
In order to match the compositions studied either experimentally or with Monte Carlo simulations as closely as possible, we define 25 compositions that properly cover the entire range of Ni, Al, and Cu concentrations studied before. These states, denoted with gray solid circles in Figure 1 , correspond to alloys Ni,,lA1,,1Ti,,,Curcl, where the subindex indicates the number of atoms of each species in the 72-atom cell (A + B + C = 70). For each concentration, we build a catalogue of configurations that, if large enough, contains every possible arrangement of atoms that is likely to occur in the real alloy. We then compute the energy of Table 111 , where a general description of the chain of substitutional defects is provided. . Due to the fact that, in this application of BFS we deal with, at most, NNN interactions, we will not specify the distance between point defects if it exceeds the NNN distance. As an example, Figure 6 shows a variation of the perfect Ni2AlTi (LIZ) Heusler cell where a chain of point defects is generated by the introduction of an atom X in a
Ti site. The Ti atom in that site moves to a neighboring Ni site and, in turn, the displaced Ni atom moves to an A1 site and, finally, the A1 atom moves to an available Ni site. The X and Ti atoms are located at NN distance, the Ni and Ti atoms are located at NN distance and the Ni and X atoms are at NNN distance. Finally, The A1 atom is a NN of the Ni atom, a NNN of the Ti atom, and a NN of the X atom I This notation can be easily generalized to describe more (subindices 1, 2, and 1. respectively). The series of defects then reads X(%i)Ti(Ni)lNi(Ai)l,2Ai(Ni)l,2,, . In an expression dealing with several defects, the symbol X(A) , , (n = 1
and 2 ) means that atom X is at NN (n = 1) or NNN (n = 2 ) distance from the first atom listed in the expression. We now return to the sample catalogue shown in Figure  5 and write the corresponding series of substitutions using this notation in Table 111 . After minimizing the energy of formation of each cell with respect to the lattice parameter, we can order the configurations in an energy level spectrum, together with the resulting value of the lattice parameter, as shown in Table 111 . We also show the number and type of substitutional defects noting, not surprisingly, that the states with lower energy are those where Ti and Cu occupy A1 sites.
Ground stare analysis
Having shown the results for the ground state search for one specific concentration (Ni[361A1[30~Ti(2,C~~Jl), we now repeat this procedure for all the remaining compositions noted in Figure 1 and determine, in each case, the ground state. First, we concentrate on the structure of the ground states as a function of Cu concentration. The strong site preference of Ti for A1 sites guides this choice, as it allows for a clear understanding of the behavior of Cu as it increases its role in the system. A series of Ni[38-.rlA1,32LxlTi121, (x = 1, . . . , 5) alloys helps establish the behavior of Ti, when it is the only alloying addition. The b e h a v i o r is dictated by the strong site preference of Ti for A1 sites, regardless of the ratio between Ni and A1 atoms. This preference for A1 sites is absolute, in that AI antistructure atoms are created, if necessary, to accommodate all the Ti atoms in the A1 sublattice (Ti(Al)), as shown in Figure 7 . The Ti(A1) atoms, however, are somewhat sensitive to the presence of antisite defects, whether these are Ni atoms in the AI sublattice (which attract other Ti(A1) atoms at NNN distance) or A1 atoms in the Ni sublattice (which attract Ti(A1) atoms at NN distance). The number of antistructure A1 atoms is reflected in the rapidly increasing energy of formation for this set of alloys, with an average increase of 0.055 eV/atom per antisite defect. The actual atomic distribution in each alloy, as well as a simple schematic representation of these states highlighting the behavior of the added Ti atoms, is shown in Figure 7 .
The Ni~38-x1A1131+rlTi,21C~~11, (x = 1, . . . , 5 ) alloys are shown in Figure 8 , following the same format and notation used in Figure 7 . This set of alloys shows the first indication of the interaction between Ti and Cu. Once again, Ti(A1) substitutions dominate, leaving Cu second choice for available A1 sites. The Ti(A1) preference is strong enough as to induce the creation of AI antistructure atoms. Moreover, Ti(A1) seems to attract available Cu(A1) atoms along the [IOO] direction, thus inducing an ordered pattern where Ti and Cu atoms occupy alternating sites in the A1 sublattice.
However, the interaction between Ti(A1) and Cu atoms seems to be restricted to those cases where Cu goes to A1 sites only. If Cu atoms are forced to go to Ni sites, they ignore the presence of Ti(A1) linking themselves only to A1 antistructure atoms. These results highlight dominant (Ti(A1) inducing antistructure atoms) and secondary (Cu(A1) linked to Ti(A1)) featxres characterizing this group of alloys. So far, the main features that characterize the Nc,, = 0 and NcU = 1 cases are (1) absolute preference of Ti for A1 sites; ( 2 ) 272-VOLbiME 338, APRIL 2002 METALLURGICAL AND MATERTALS TRANSACTIONS B 
IV. DISCUSSION: LOCAL ENVIRONMENT APPROACH
The picture that emerges from Figure 12 in order to identify the trends and reasons for the observed behavior. A simple approach, based on the BFS energy contributions for a given defect and its surroundings, helps explain the observed behavior in Ni-Al-Ti-Cu alloys, as well as the magnitude of the energy gaps that characterize the various defect structures observed in the energy spectra of the alloys studied. Based on the energetics of small groups of atoms surrounding specific atoms in the cell, the idea consists of analyzing the resulting site substitution behavior not just in terms of individual interactions between individual atoms, but through the effect that these bonds might have in the immediate vicinity of such atoms.
In order to implement this approach, we define atomic "local environments" (LEs)''*l consisting of a given central atom and its eight NN and six NNN (in a bcc lattice), under the assumption that it is this group of atoms that will be most affected by the presence of a central substitutional defect atom and that any change in the energy of formation of the cell will arise mostly from changes in energy within this environment. Considering the fact that the BFS equations deal with up to second neighbors of a given atom, and that no individual relaxations are allowed, it is then sufficient to examine the energetics of this limited group of atoms in order to understand the full effect of a given point defect I (ie., substitution of one atom by another. creation of a single then be seen as the superposition of the LE surrounding two vacancy, etc.). As an example, the LE of an individual X(B) defect, denoted by (X(B)), is shown in Figure 13 where the two center atoms (X and A) are NN, thus sharing a large number of NN and NNN atoms. The latter case is shown in Figure 13 ,,-,,A1,,8+x171,,,Cu~~l, for x = 1, , . , , 5 of the defect are accounted for. To do so, we locate the LE at the center of a 72-atom equilibrium B2 NiAl cell and refer all energies to the pure AB version of that cell. Because all LEs, as well as the reference B2 cell, are evaluated at the same lattice parameter, the energy difference between the cell with the defect and the reference cell, Ae, indicates the energy cost (in terms of chemical energy differences) of performing the specific substitutions that characterize the defect (as it contains only the contributions from the atoms in the LE, and not the rest of the cell). Table IV lists the energy of formation (relative to an ideal B2 NiAl cell) of different local environments: (X(B)) and (X(A)) (for X = Ti or Cu and A and B = Ni or AI), (Ni(A1)) and (Al(Ni)). The corresponding values for the extended local environments, including two substitutions, are also listed. It is reasonable to expect that the site preference is mainly determined by the relative energy of formation 4e(LE) of these local environments. For example, if 4e{ ([X(A)A(B)II)), then X chooses a site in the B sublattice, as the formation of a single (X(B)) entails a lower energy cost than that required by the combination of a substitutional defect and the creation of an antistructure A atom, regardless of the relative position of these defects. For consistency, this analysis has to be performed in unrelaxed atomic positions, 4e((X(B))) < Ae{([X(A)A(B)lf)l or 4eI(X(B))l < under the assumption that relaxation effects, while influential, are not ultimately responsible for the observed site preference behavior.
A. Local Environment Analysis of Atomic Coupling
In this approach, it is as important to isolate individual patterns and establish a hierarchy of effects by means of their relevance as measured by the typical energies involved, as it is to first gain understanding of the behavior of individual additions before examining the effect of their interactions. We start with the LE study of ternary additions (Ti or Cu) to NiAI, followed by the quaternary case (Ti and Cu interactions in NiAl). In the ternary cases, where the goal is to identify the reasons that explain the different site substitution options, it is not necessary to consider the relative locations of the substitutional and antistructure atoms. While impor-tant, the gain or loss of energy due to different relative positions is not comparable in magnitude with the corresponding gain or losses due to substitutions themselves.
Ti site preference in NiAl
The relevant results listed in Table IV are shown in Figures 14(a) and (b) , which schematically represent the energy cost (in terms of the energy of formation of unrelaxed LEs) in creating substitutional defects and antistructure atoms for Ni-rich (Figure 14(a) ) and AI-rich alloys (Figure 14(b) ).
For Ni-rich alloys, which contain available A1 sites, the competition between Ti(A1) and Ti(Ni)Ni(AI) substitutions is explained by the high energy cost of the Ti(Ni) substitution ((Ti(Ni))), which, compounded with the small energy cost of creating a Ni antistructure atom ((Ni(Al))), results in an almost insurmountable energy gap greatly favoring Ti(A1) substitutions 
B. Ti and Cu Additions and Interaction between Point Defects
Before continuing with a detailed analysis of the quaternary case, some conclusions can be extracted from the ternary cases, as described in Figure 14 . It is interesting to compare the Cu energy level diagrams with those obtained for Ti in spite of the fact that both elements display a "direct" preference for A1 sites regardless of composition (i.e., either Ti or Cu is energetically more stable in an AI Table IV , the energy difference between Cu(A1) and Cu(Ni)Ni(Al) substitutions is only 0.01 861 eV/atom, an order of magnitude smaller than that found for Ti. This fact, coupled with the smaller energy cost in locating Ti atoms in AI sites in Ni-rich alloys than the much larger one required for substitutions in Ni sites, justifies the observed prevalence of Ti in using the available sites in the AI sublattice. Conversely, for Al-rich alloys, the resulting energy difference between Cu(Al)Al(Ni) and Cu(Ni) substitutions (0.08672 eV/atom) explains the ease with which Cu favors sites in the Ni sublattice instead of competing with Ti for AI sites. It could then be assumed that if this behavior continues in the case of quaternary systems, then Ti will always choose A1 sites while Cu will move from A1 sites to Ni sites depending on the NI:AI ratio. This assumption, based solely on extrapolating features characterizing the ternary systems, ignores effects that could arise from the interaction between the two alloying additions. The atomic distributions shown in Figure 12 clearly indicate that the ternary site substitution behavior alone does not completely explain all the salient characteristics of each ground state, as several other features, besides the specified site preference for Ti and Cu, can be identified ( Figure 12 ).
It is necessary to concentrate on the quaternary system and the influence of the interaction between the different elements in the resulting structures. . ground states shown in Figures 7 through 11 . In what follows, we describe and quantify the nature of these effects, based on the analysis of noninteracting and overlapping LEs.
I . Ti and Cu interaction with antisite defects
One common feature of all the ground states shown in Fig. 12 consists of the preference of Ti for AI sites. It is interesting to discuss how Ti(A1) atoms interact with antistructure atoms, when present, or Cu alloying additions.
The top row in Figure 12 contains alloys for which it has been established that Ti and Cu additions occupy sites in the A1 sublattice. Moreover, for xNi > 50 at. pct, there are also Ni antistructure atoms present. With these three types of atoms in the AI sublattice, we now investigate the possible coupling schemes that might appear in such systems. By coupling, we mean the interaction between different types of atoms that results in the formation of NN or, when appropriate, NNN bonds. Table IV also shows that the local environment energy of Ti(A1) + Cu(A1) atoms varies little depending on the relative location of the two substitutional atoms (0.01497 eV/atom when they are located at NNN distance, 0.01661 eV/atom when they are separated by greater distances, and 0.01622 eV/atom when they are located at the opposite corners of a cube in the AI sublattice). The proximity of these three energy levels explains the ordering pattern observed, for example, in the ground state for the Ni1371A11291Till?,Cu,41 alloy.
The coupling scheme (Cu(A1) * Ti(A1) * Ni(A1)) results in the characteristic feature of other Ni-rich alloys, as shown in Figure 15 . Some additional patterns with respect to that coupling hierarchy are also apparent. With the coupling Ti(A1) * Ni(A1) firmly established, we now consider its consequences when several Ti(A1) atoms are present. Of the three cases listed in Table IV for Cu(A1)-Ti(A1) bonds, as observed in Figures 15(d) and (e). However, the alternating pattern of Cu-Ti-Cu-Ti atoms persists. This fact can be taken as a hint that in alloys with higher Ti concentration than the ones studied in this work, Cu additions might partition to the L2, (Heusler) phase. The coupling of Ti(A1) atoms with antisite defects persists in Al-rich alloys. For these cases, the Ti(AI)-Al(Ni) coupling introduces comparable energy gains (0.01466 eV/atom) with respect to the noninteracting case. Every alloy with AI antistructure atoms shows Ti(A1)-AI(Ni) coupling, regardless of the Cu contents. Moreover, Ti(A1)-Al(Ni) coupling overrides the tendency of Ti(A1) atoms to locate themselves in Heusler sites. Overall, this coupling seems to be the leading effect relating the defects in each sublattice in these alloys: Ti(A1) substitutional atoms in the A1 sublattice and Cu atoms in the Ni sublattice both bond to the available antistructure AI atoms (Figures 7(c) , (e), 8(d) and (e), and 9(e)).
Ti and Cu interactions
As the number of available AI sites decreases (NNi < 36 in Figure 12 ), the leading role of Ti(A1) substitutions forces Cu atoms to occupy the remaining A1 sites as well as the increasing number or Ni available sites, thus coexisting in both sublattices. Table IV indicates that the interaction between Cu(Ni) and Cu(A1) atoms involves changes in energy of similar or smaller magnitude than the ones described in Section 1. nearly the came number of Ni and AI sites where equal partitioning of Ti atoms in solution in one sublattice (Al) and Cu atoms in the other (Ni), without interaction between them, is seen.
C. Summary of Site Occupancy Behavior
Having discussed individual and collective behavior in the previous sections, it is useful to summarize the main features by a quick review of Figure 15 . While the top row of Figure 12 highlights the role of the coupling series Cu(A1) cf Ti(A1) * Ni(A1) in N i~~, 1 A I~~~-,~l T i~2 1 C u , .~~ (x = 1, . . . , 5 ) alloys, the next lines in Figure 12 are examples of the same coupling feature but without the Ni antistructure atom, indicating that it is precisely the presence of antisite defects and other substitutional atoms (such as Cu or Hf Figure  12 ) over a similar distribution where the isolated Ti atom is linked to both Cu(A1) and Cu(Ni), or, similarly, the advantage of Ni,;51Al~~21Ti~21C~~~l over a similar configuration where the isolated Ti atom closes the square of NNN bonds between Ti(A1) and the two Cu(A1) atoms. Finally, alloys with NNi = 34 and NNi = 33 complete the transition to a regime where dominance of coupling between Cu atoms is the main feature.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The change in site preference in Ni-Al-Ti-Cu alloys was determined experimentally via ALCHEMI and theoretically using the BFS method for alloys. In complete agreement with experiment, the BFS calculations also provide an explanation for the observed site distribution of Ti and Cu atoms in the NiAl matrix. A simple approach, based on the definition of local environments, provides additional information regarding the different features in the bonding scheme. It is found that subtle interactions between Ti and Cu atoms, together with their response to the ratio of Ni and A1 atoms in the alloy, combine to give Ti the leading role in conserving its behavior when it is the only alloying addition (occupying sites in the A1 sublattice) and give Cu a secondary role in individual site preference (A1 sites in Ni-rich and Ni sites in Al-rich alloys) as a response to subtle interactions with Ti atoms.
In the range of concentrations studied in the NiAlTiCu system, the behavior extrapolated from the ternary cases (NiAlTi and NiAICu) coincides with the one observed and calculated for the quaternary alloys. However, additional features regarding the interaction between alloying additions can only be described by a full analysis of the quaternary system, which, in general, are not necessarily a direct combination of the trends observed in the corresponding ternary systems. The formalism introduced in this work thus provides an efficient tool to properly describe complex systems, which could be of extreme use should the interaction between alloying additions result in features not easily predictable from limited experimental evidence.
